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J2EE Open Source Toolkit : Building an Enterprise Platform with Open Source Tools (Java Open Source Library)John Wiley & Sons, 2003
Discover how to harness the full power of open source tools to build a free J2EE enterprise platform
The choice is yours . . . you can spend thousands of dollars on commercial enterprise platforms or you can take advantage of free, fast, and reliable open source alternatives. To make your decision even easier, this innovative book provides you...
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Component Software: Beyond Object-Oriented Programming (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2002
There has been an explosive growth in component software technologies since the first edition of this classic book was published. The advent of EJB, J2EE, CORBA 3, COM+ and the .NET framework are evidence of a maturing market in component software that goes 'beyond OOP'.
Clemens Szyperski gives us an objective survey of the component landscape,...
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Programming Web Applications with Node, Express and PugApress, 2016

	Learn how to program modern web applications using the full Node.js platform, including Node.js on the server, Express for middleware and routing, and Pug (formerly Jade) to simplify the creation of views.


	Node.js is the foundation of all full JavaScript apps and plenty of books cover its full usage. This book focuses on how to use...
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Sun Certified Enterprise Architect for J2EE Study Guide (Exam 310-051)McGraw-Hill, 2003
100% Complete Coverage—All official test objectives for the Enterprise  Architect for J2EE exam are covered in detail

Hands-on Exercises—Step-by-step instructions modeled after classroom labs

Exam Watch—Warnings based on thorough post-exam research identifying the most  troublesome exam topics and how to answer...
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Java Testing and Design : From Unit Testing to Automated Web TestsPrentice Hall, 2004
Produce scalable, reliable, high-performance Web-enabled applications in Java
Web infrastructure is everywhere. And yet until this book there was no guide to show how your choices in design, coding, and testing impact the scalability, performance, and functionality of your Web-enabled applications.
...
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'Lets Do JavaOpen University Press, 2009

	The underlying theme of this course is that Java is a highly portable programming language and is able to run on a very wide range of platforms.





	This means that Java software may be required to run on very small scale systems with few resources, such as very limited storage or very small displays, as well as on large networks...
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Java Design: Objects, UML, and ProcessPearson Education, 2001
Software designers, developers, and architects are constantly confronted with the same confounding problem: how to design software that is both flexible and resilient amid change. To accomplish this tall task, practitioners must utilize the best available technologies to the fullest.

Java™ Design relies on...
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Jakarta Pitfalls: Time-Saving Solutions for Struts, Ant, JUnit, and CactusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Escape from common coding pitfalls with this detailed book of proven Jakarta missteps and solutions
The dangers of Jakarta pitfalls are everywhere and countless developers have already been trapped. These mistakes have delayed schedules, allowed major bugs to get into the users’ hands, or led to numerous rewrites in maintenance. Luckily,...
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Building Java Enterprise Systems with J2EESams Publishing, 2000
Before you delve into the contents of a huge tome such as this one, it is a good idea to first
acquire an understanding of the problem you are trying to solve. In this way, you can best
ensure that our book is addressing your needs. Furthermore, you should be aware of the
topics to be presented that address such problems to ensure...
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Middleware for CommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
"The book addresses telecommunications workers, developers, middleware researchers, software engineers, and software architects." (IT Professional, July/August 2004)     

       A state-of-the-art guide to middleware technologies, and their pivotal role in communications networks.
    Middleware is...
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Professional Jakarta Struts (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2003
The Apache Software Foundation's Jakarta Struts remains the most popular Java framework for building enterprise-level Web applications. In the first book to cover the extensive new features of the final release of Struts 1.1, The authors present the technical and conceptual information you need to design, build, and deploy sophisticated Struts 1.1...
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Professional PHP6 (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
Professional PHP6 was written for PHP developers who are interested in expanding and leveraging their development skills by taking advantage of the features of the sixth major release. This demographic is not set in stone, of course, because experienced .NET and Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) developers should catch on quickly, too. However,...
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